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SOCIAL MEDIA CHATTER
IN CHINA
Chinese Cyberspace watchdogs: As per an article published
on their official WeChat account, the Cybersecurity
Administration of China (CAC) in the first half of the year 2022
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has summoned more than 3400 platforms out of which 283
were fined. Other than that, 177 applications were removed
from local app stores in violation of laws and regulations.
Further, multiple accounts and websites found spreading
pornographic content, illegal internet news services, and
offering ghostwriting services to students were also closed.
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Green power campaign: The Qinghai province of China as
part of a green power campaign spanning 35 days, has been
able to generate 9.98 billion kWh of electricity. This stands
equivalent to a reduction in 8.16 million tonnes of carbon
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dioxide or saving over 4.53 million tonnes of raw coal.

NEWS IN CHINA
President Xi Jinping attended the reception organized to
celebrate the 95th founding anniversary of the People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) on 1 August. The venue of the reception
was the Great Hall of the People by the Ministry of National
Defense. The reception welcomed other senior leaders of the
Communist Party of China. These included Li Zhanshu, Han
Zheng, Wang Yang, Wang Huning Li Keqiang, Zhao Leji, and
Wang Qishan. Defense Minister Wei Fenghe greeted all PLA
officers and personnel on behalf of the CPC Central
Committee, the State Council, and the Central Military
Commission (CMC). Contributions of veterans and military
heroes who contribute to the development of the PLA were

acknowledged and paid tribute by Wei.
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that the fighters then patrolled the
airspace assigned to them, waited for
possible battles, and then returned to base
after the replacement forces arrived. Hang
Chengche, squadron leader of the brigade
stated that the air combat training drills
during night-time aim to improve the fulltime combat capabilities of the pilots for
any future battles.

INDIA WATCH
Se Hoon Kim, the director of the Captive
Nations Coalition of the Committee in
Present Danger: China has stated that
securing India against China should matter
to the world. In an interview with The
Sunday Guardian, Se Hoon Kim stated that
China aims to get rid of any entity that can
possibly be a threat to them and India is
one of the biggest threats that they face
today. Further in the interview, Kim
mentioned that it was the CCP who

